There is no doubt that the hybrid approach is the best paradigm for designing effective multidimensional schemas. Its strength lies in its ability to combine the top-down and bottom-up approaches, thus exploiting the advantages of both approaches. In this paper, the authors try to identify and analyze the different hybrid methods developed for building data warehouses. The analysis revealed that the existing methods are too complicated and time consuming in the deployment phase. In order to solve this problem, the authors introduced a new hybrid method that is easy to use and saves a huge amount of deployment time. This new method consists of two main steps: the first data driven step allows an analysis of the source models by using the X-ETL method and gives rise to star models. The second requirements driven step performs a semantic analysis of the needs expressed in natural language by using the XCube Assist method. This analysis allows to improve the quality of star models generated by the X-ETL method without the intervention of a designer.
I. INTRODUCTION
There is no doubt that the data warehouse design is a crucial phase in any project of setting-up a decision support system. Therefore, it is very important for data warehouse designers to follow a well-founded and a well-consolidated design methodology which allows them to get a model that best meets the decision-maker's needs during the analysis and the data mining phases. Thus, several researchers have been interested in this question and a lot of research has been done on the design of data warehouse models. These works have led to the development of several design methods but none of them has been the subject of consensus to become a standard in the field. According to the adopted paradigm, these methods can be divided into two different categories: data-driven methods and others driven by requirements.
The data-driven methods, also known as supply-driven methods, aim to define multidimensional schemas by using model-driven engineering techniques on data sources. The approach followed by these methods offers the advantage of fully automating the design process but neglects the user's needs; contrary to requirements-driven methods that define multidimensional models on the basis of business goals and decision-maker's needs. However, these latter methods can lead to incompatibility between needs and data sources. These two approaches are contradictory and complementary at the same time since each of them has an advantage missed in the other. This complementarity has inspired researchers to define a new hybrid approach that combines these two classical approaches and includes all their advantages.
Today, the hybrid approach is the best paradigm for developing a unified and efficient design method that meets both user's needs and the issue of data availability. Thus, several studies have recently been conducted to develop hybrid methods for designing data warehouses. However, the methods developed so far remain too complicated and require a lot of time for deployment. In this sense, the authors introduced through this paper, a new hybrid method that is easy to use with a reasonable deployment time. The new hybrid method is based on a combination between the data-driven method X-ETL [1] and the requirements-driven method XCube Assist [2] . The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the different hybrid methods developed to date as well as a critical analysis and comparison between these different methods. Sections 3 and 4 summarize the X-ETL methodology and the XCube Assist methodology and present the advantages and disadvantages of each of these methods. In Section 5, the authors present their new hybrid method and describe the entire semi-automatic process. Section 6 applies the new method on a case study from the literature.
II. RELATED WORK
There are multitudes of methods for designing data warehouses. Among these methods, there are those that follow the hybrid approach.  Cabibbo & Torlone, 1998 [3] : present one of the most frequently cited multidimensional design methods. It allows to generate a logical schema from ER (Entity-Relationship) diagrams and to produce multidimensional schemas in the form of relational databases or multidimensional tables. At first glance, this method appears to follow a data-driven paradigm since it allows for in-depth analysis of data sources. However, no formal rules for identifying multidimensional concepts from data sources are provided. Indeed, multidimensional concepts are identified from user requirements, hence its consideration as a hybrid method. This method consists of four essential steps: The first two steps aim to identify facts and dimensions and to restructure the *Corresponding Authors www.ijacsa.thesai.org entity-association diagram. These two steps can be performed simultaneously to benefit from the feedback of each step. The authors even suggest that they should be carried out iteratively in order to refine the results obtained.
After manually identifying the multidimensional concepts, each fact is represented as an entity and the dimensions missed in the schema that could be derived from external sources or associated metadata must be added. At this stage, it is also necessary to refine the levels of each dimension by means of the following transformations: (i) replacing many-to-many relationships, (ii) adding new concepts to represent new levels of interest, (iii) selecting a simple identifier for each entity level and (iv) deleting irrelevant concepts. Finally, two final steps aim to derive the multidimensional scheme. Some clues are provided to derive a multidimensional graph that will be directly mapped into the multidimensional schema. In general, this method remains informal like Kimball's. However, it established the foundations that were later used by the other methods;
 Böehnlein & Ulbrich-vom Ende, 1999 [4] : present a hybrid method for deriving logical schemas from SER (Structured Entity Relationship) diagrams. According to the authors, SER is a better alternative for identifying multidimensional structures since it allows to visualize the existence dependencies between objects. This method has three main steps:
-Pre-process: This step consists of transforming the ER diagram into a SER diagram.
-Step 1: consists of identifying business measures from goals. The authors suggest looking for business events to discover interesting measures. Once these measures are identified, they are mapped to one or more objects in the SER diagram and will eventually generate facts.
-Step 2: According to the authors, the hierarchical structure of SER diagrams is useful for identifying potential aggregation hierarchies. Thus, aggregation dimensions and hierarchies are identified by means of direct and transitive functional dependencies. However, the authors point out that the discovery of dimensions is a creative task that must be complemented by a good knowledge of the application field.
-Step 3: In this step, each fact table is created using all the primary keys of its analysis dimensions as a compound primary key and denormalizing or normalizing the aggregation hierarchies. Finally, a star or snowflake schema is derived;  Bonifati et al., 2001 [5] : is the first method to introduce a formal hybrid approach and generating at the end a multidimensional schema. It is a semi-automatic method that consists of three main steps:
-The first demand-driven step: consists of collecting user needs through interviews and by using the Goal/Question/Metrics paradigm (GQM). GQM consists of a set of forms and guidelines developed in four phases: (i) a first phase aims to formulate the goals in abstract terms, (ii) a second phase to identify the goals through interviews, (iii) a phase of integration and reduction of the number of goals identified by grouping those with similarities and finally, (iv) a more detailed analysis and description of each goal. Then, the authors present guidelines for deriving a logical multidimensional schema from requirements.
-The second supply-driven step: conducts a comprehensive analysis of the ER diagrams of the data sources and produces graphs that can eventually give rise to star schemas. These graphs are created as follows: + Potential fact entities are marked according to the number of its additive attributes. Each identified fact is taken as the central node of a graph. + The dimensions are identified by means of many-toone and one-to-one relationships from the central node.
In addition, many-to-many relationships are transformed into one-to-many relationships.
An algorithm is presented at the end to derive the snowflake schemas of each graph. These schemas are then transformed into star schemas by flattening the dimension hierarchies (denormalized dimensions).
-The third step aims to integrate and conciliate the two paradigms and generate a feasible solution that best reflects the user's needs. It allows you to map demanddriven schemas to supply-driven schemas in three main steps: + Terminology analysis: Before integration, both demand-driven and supply-driven schemas must be converted into a common terminology language. + Schema matching: supply-driven schemas are compared with demand-driven schemas. A match occurs if both schemas have the same fact. Some metrics on the number of measures and dimensions are calculated. + Ranking and selection: supply-driven schemas are ranked according to the metrics calculated in the previous step and presented to the user;  Giorgini, Rizzi & Garzetti, 2008 [6] : present a hybrid method that consists first of all in gathering multidimensional requirements and then in mapping them on the data sources during a conciliation process. The method can also be considered purely demanddriven if the user does not wish to consider the data sources. According to the authors, it is important to design the organization setting in which the data warehouse will operate (organization modeling) and to capture the functional and non-functional requirements of the data warehouse (decisional modeling). If the method follows a hybrid paradigm, the next step would be to match the requirements with the ER diagrams or the relational diagrams describing the operational sources. This mapping phase consists of three steps:
-Requirements mapping: the facts, dimensions and measures identified during the requirements analysis are mapped on the data sources. Depending on the type of data sources, the authors present a set of tips for www.ijacsa.thesai.org mapping each concept. For example, facts are mapped on entities or n-ary associations in ER diagrams and on relations in relational diagrams.
-Hierarchy construction: For each identified fact, data sources are analyzed in order to search for functional dependencies based on the algorithm discussed in [7] .
-Refinement: this step aims to reorganize the fact shcema in order to better meet the user's needs. During this process, it is possible to distinguish between available concepts (mapped from requirements), unavailable concepts (requested in the requirements but cannot be mapped to the data sources) and what is available and not necessary. The authors propose to use this information to reorganize the dimensions (grafting and pruning of aggregation hierarchies) and/or to try to find new directions for analysis;  Mazón, Trujillo & Lechtenbörger, 2007 [8] : present a semi-automatic method that first allows to obtain a conceptual schema from the users' needs, then to verify and correct this schema in comparison to relational data sources using QVT (Query / View / Transformation). In the first demand-driven phase, users have to state their requirements by means of business goals. These goals will be used to derive information requirements and both must be modeled by an adaptation of the i* framework. At the end of this phase, a multidimensional schema must be derived from this formalization and must be modeled by using a UML extension (UML profile) proposed by the authors. For the second phase of verification, the authors propose five QVT relations based on multidimensional normal forms (MNF) to align the conceptual schema derived from the requirements with the relational schema of the data sources. These relations are presented as follows:
-1MNF (a): a functional dependency in the conceptual schema must have a corresponding functional dependency in the relational schema.
-1MNF (b): Functional dependencies among dimension levels contained in the source databases must be represented as aggregation relationships in the conceptual schema. Therefore, they complement the conceptual schema with additional aggregation hierarchies contained in the sources.
-1MNF (c): additive measures derived from other measures must be identified in the conceptual schema.
-1MNF (d): measures must be assigned to facts so that the atomic levels of the fact form a key. In other words, the authors require to place the measure in a fact while preserving the appropriate granularity of the data.
-2MNF and 3MNF: these two forms require the use of concept specializations when structural NULL values in data sources do not guarantee the completeness of the information.
Recently, the authors have improved the demonstration phase in [9] [10] [11] by proposing two new approaches to detecte facts and multidimensional metadata in order to further exploit data source schemas;  Romero & Abelló, 2010 [12] : propose a hybrid method for deriving multidimensional conceptual schemas from the needs expressed in SQL queries. it is a fully automatic method that was introduced for the first time in a previous paper [13] . Unlike the methods mentioned above, it performs both phases (data-driven and demand-driven) simultaneously and at the same time. In this manner, each paradigm benefits from the feedback of the other. This method allows to produce constellation schemas from requirements expressed as SQL queries and the logical schema of relational data sources even when the latter are denormalized. The construction of the multidimensional schema is done via two different steps:
-The first step extracts the multidimensional knowledge contained in the SQL query (i.e. the multidimensional role played by each concept in the query as well as the conceptual relationships between concepts), that is properly stored in a graph. At this point, the logical schema of the data sources will play a crucial role in inferring the conceptual relationships among the concepts.
-The second step validates each multidimensional graph according to a set of constraints defined by the authors. These constraints must be respected in order to place the data in a multidimensional space and produce a data cube without summarizability problems. If the validation process fails, the method ends because the requested data could not be analyzed from a multidimensional point of view. Otherwise, a multidimensional schema is directly derived from the multidimensional graph.
Unlike data-driven methods, this method focuses on data that interests the end user by considering his or her needs expressed in SQL queries. At the same time, and unlike requirement-driven methods, it is able to offer new interesting multidimensional knowledge that is ignored by the user by analyzing only concepts that are closely related to the user's needs. Finally, solid and significant multidimensional schemas are proposed at the end of the validation process;
The analysis of these different methods led to distinguish two types of hybrid design: -Fully hybrid methods: these are methods that follow a fully hybrid process. The process steps can only be interpreted in the whole process which follows a hybrid approach; -Compound hybrid methods: These methods consist of a data-driven phase and a demand-driven phase, and each of these two phases results in a multidimensional model. In other words, it is the fusion between a datadriven and a demand-driven method that gives these methods a hybrid character. This type can also be divided into two subtypes, namely:  Sequential hybrid methods: in this subtype, the two methods are executed sequentially. The first method results in a multidimensional model that is an input to the second method. In this way, the second method uses the results of the first one to produce a more complete www.ijacsa.thesai.org and comprehensive multidimensional model which consider both data sources and user requirements.
 Parallel hybrid methods: allow both methods to be executed independently and at the same time. Each of the two methods results in a multidimensional model and it is only at the end of the process that these two models are merged to obtain a final result.
In addition to this identified typology, and in order to better analyze these different methods, the authors used the following criteria: operating mode (guide -semi-automatic -automatic) / input data / tool / cost / consumed time. Table I lists the methods already mentioned and analyses them using these criteria.
According to the comparative table, five hybrid methods between six are composed. However, and despite their diversity, none of these composite methods offers a reasonable time of realization as that offered by the Romero It is clear that the Romero and Abello method is the best hybrid method for designing multidimensional schemas. However, this method has a major disadvantage since its use requires either an intervention by the developer who is supposed to understand the users' needs and formalize them in the form of requests, or that users of the BI system have some knowledge of databases and query languages and in the latter case the method cannot be used by all users.
In order to overcome these gaps, the authors tried through this paper to present a new hybrid method of the sequential compound type that allows to offer relevant results in a reasonable time and to collect and analyze requirements expressed in a natural language that can be used by all users and without the intervention of any developer or designer. To carry out this new method, the authors used their previous works [1] , [2] , [14] - [17] by combining the data-driven method X-ETL with the requirements-driven method XCube Assist.
III. METHODOLOGY

A. X-ETL Method
The X-ETL method is a data-driven method that transforms a relational model into a multidimensional model in a completely automatic way. It is based on 3 main components.
 Relational meta-model: to which the input source model must be conform. This metamodel is composed of three main elements: a database containing tables and these tables contain columns;
 Multidimensional meta-model: to which the output model must be conform. It is a meta-model describing the elements and relationships in a star model. Thus, it is composed of a single fact table containing one or more measures and related at least to 2 or more dimensions;
 Transformation engine.
The transformation engine is the core of the X-ETL method since it is the engine that transforms the relational model into a multidimensional model. This engine is based on a set of rules for detecting facts and dimensions tables. The most important of these rules states that the relationship between a fact table and a dimension table is many-to-one and can never be one-tomany or many-to-many. Thus, the engine first detects the fact tables by calculating the number of foreign keys in each table and retaining those containing the highest number. Then, the program uses the cardinalities to detect the dimensions that are directly related to the fact table. Finally, the program identifies the dimensions indirectly related to the fact table by using the principle of the transitivity of cardinalities. A star model validated by the multidimensional meta-model is generated at the end of the process. Fig. 1 represents the Framework of the X-ETL method: In order to evaluate the X-ETL method, the authors have used two relational models from the literature with their multidimensional reference models. The first example represents a sales activity and the second an activity in the field of medicine. The choice of two different domains allowed to test the validity of the method for different fields of application. The comparison between the results obtained with the X-ETL method and the multidimensional reference models revealed a similarity of the fact tables and the majority of the dimensional tables with some differences in the measures and the attributes hierarchy. According to this comparison, and since the appropriate choice of fact table and dimensions guarantees the availability of the necessary data for a possible aggregation of the data and modification of the attributes hierarchy, it can be said that the X-ETL method allows to get satisfactory results.
However, and like any data-driven method, the X-ETL method has some disadvantages. The first of these disadvantages lies in the nature of the method, which is based only on an input model to perform all the next steps and generate a multidimensional model at the end of the process. Therefore, the success of the whole process and the accuracy of the resulting multidimensional models depend largely on the quality of the input model. If the latter one is poorly designed, there is a high risk that the program will retain the wrong fact tables and thus generate a multidimensional model that makes no sense. The second disadvantage is the risk of retaining unnecessary dimensions since the program considers only the constraint of modeling to identify these dimensions. Therefore, if the program offers the advantage of generating multidimensional models with all possible dimensions, there is a risk that these models may be overloaded and generate an over-information of the user of the decision-making system.
The disadvantages of the X-ETL method are mainly due to the approach followed, which is limited to data analysis and excludes the users' and decision-makers' needs. Thus, and in order to overcome these disadvantages and obtain more effective results, it is necessary to integrate a demand-driven method that will allow the multidimensional models generated to be further refined.
B. XCube Assist Method
It is a semi-automatic method that allows to generate multidimensional models from the users' needs. This method is mainly based on the semantic analysis of decision questions expressed in natural language and a comparison with the search history and the source model. As shown in Fig. 2 , the history file structure contains a set of reference questions that have been retained by the system with answers in the form of predefined metrics and multidimensional models.
As a result, semantic comparison with search history helps to guide the user in his decision-making search by offering similar reference questions, metrics and corresponding multidimensional models. If no correspondence has been detected or the proposed metrics do not answer the user's question, the system retains the new question or metric and moves on to a semantic comparison between the user's search and the table and field names of the source relational model. This semantic comparison helps to detect semantic relationships between terms searched by the user and terms in the components of the relational model. So, the table that has a semantic relationship, especially of the synonymy type, with the strategic axis defined by the user is retained as a fact table and the tables that have a relationship with the analysis dimensions are retained as dimensions. At the end of the process, the XCube Assist program generates a star model for the user and adds it to the reference models for possible use in future research. The test of the XCube Assist method on an example from the literature and the comparison of the results obtained with the multidimensional model provided, revealed that the program always retains the right fact table even when the user expresses his need with expressions different from the table and fields names of the relational model, and this is due to the semantic analysis performed previously. The most important thing is that the user must know exactly what he is looking for and identify his need regardless of the jargon and the language used to express it. The comparison also showed that the method does not generate a complete multidimensional model but only the part that meets the user's needs. However, the recursivity of the method allows, not only to feed the data warehouse with new multidimensional models, but also to improve the quality of the multidimensional models already generated and thus to ensure that these models evolve according to the new needs expressed.
While the XCube Assist method has the advantage of verifying the availability of data in the source model, it has the disadvantage of not considering the constraints of the cardinalities of the relational model. Consequently, the resulting multidimensional model may contain dimensions that cannot be related to the fact table because of a relational constraint and their retention requires deep transformations in the source model. It is true that the definition of this type of dimension can be useful for designers in order to carry out these transformations. However, the non-checking of the constraint of the cardinalities results in retaining this type of dimension in the same way as the other dimensions and without any particular indication that allows designers to distinguish them from the other dimensions.
Therefore, the completeness of the models generated by the method depends on the complementarity of the needs expressed and the assimilation by users of all the multidimensional possibilities that data sources can offer. In addition, users may sometimes have latent needs that need to be stimulated to express them.
According to this analysis, it is clear that the XCube Assist method can lead to more complete and efficient results if it is combined with a data-driven method that will integrate data constraints into the process while exposing to the user all the decision-making potential hidden in the data sources.
C. The Hybrid Method HX-ETL
The new hybrid method consists of combining the X-ETL method with the XCube Assist method. As shown in Fig. 3 , it is sequential method composed of two successive steps:
 A first data-driven step: which consists of executing the X-ETL method on a relational source model to get star models. This method is only based on modeling constraints to retain the components of the star schema.
 A second demand-driven step: this step is based on the XCube Assist method to identify users' needs and conciliate them with the results of the previous step in order to generate valid multidimensional models that meet users' needs.
The conciliation stage is not limited to a simple mapping of needs on the results of the X-ETL method. Rather, it allows an exchange of information between the second step and the results of the first step. This interactivity in the process not only allows the verification of the modeling constraints of the requested multidimensional model but also to guide users in their research and stimulate their latent needs by proposing new dimensions. Indeed, the semantic analysis of the userdefined need and its comparison with each fact table of the star models give rise to a percentage of correspondence. The fact table that has the highest match rate while exceeding the 50% threshold is the one that best meets the user's need. This fact table is therefore retained in the final multidimensional schema and the dimensions to which it is related in the star schema will be proposed to the user even when these analytical dimensions have not been expressed in his need. In this way, the system will help the user to enrich his multidimensional model with new dimensions by exposing to him all the dimensional potential offered by the data. Fig. 4 shows the BPMN diagram that illustrates the interactivity between the two stages of the HX-ETL method. The algorithm below represents the process of the first semantic comparison between the defined need and the results of the X-ETL method.
Retain the main activity of the research defined by the user 3
Perform Semantic analysis basing on the WordNet library 4
Check matches between the main activity and the fact tables of the star schema generated by X-ETL 5
Retain the table with the highest match rate as fact  table  6 Retain the corresponding star model 7
Propose the dimensions of the star model to the user 8
Retain the interesting dimensions chosen by the user 9
Add the new metric to the history file 10
Generate and add the multidimensional model 11 END
Since the star models do not represent all the data of the source model, a second comparison between the expressed need and the tables of this model is performed. This comparison identifies the fact table and dimensions in the source model in case the program does not find a match in the results of the X-ETL method. This phase is of crucial importance as it allows designers to be informed of multidimensional components that are requested by users but that have not been retained by the X-ETL method because of a modelling constraint. In this way, designers will then be able to introduce modifications and readjustments in the source relational model to make it more appropriate for the decisionmaking system and more flexible for multidimensional modeling. Fig. 5 shows the BPMN schema of this second semantic comparison. Below is the algorithm that describes the process of the second semantic comparison in the new hybrid method.
Check matches between the main activity and the transactional Data basing on the relational model 5
IF one or more matches has been found THEN 6
Retain the table with the highest match rate as fact  table  7 Define the analysis dimensions by the user 8
Check the matches between the analysis dimensions and the transactional data 9
Add the detected dimensions to the multidimensional model 10 Add the new metric to the history file 11
Generate and add the multidimensional model 12 ELSE 13 Delete the question from the history file 14 Return message explaining that the source model does not contain the required data 15 ENDIF 16 END Fig. 6 represents the process of the data-driven step as well as the requirements-driven step and the conciliation phase between these two steps.
The multidimensional model generated at the end of the process contains 3 types of dimensions:
 Dimensions retained from the star schema: they are the dimensions that are retained during the first semantic comparison. These dimensions are valid since they are requested by users and at the same time meet modeling constraints. These dimensions are labelled in the final multidimensional model by the expression < dimension type = valid >;
 Dimensions retained from the transactional model: These dimensions are retained at the end of the second semantic comparison between the user's need and the transactional model. These dimensions do not meet the modeling constraints and are therefore labelled by the expression < dimension type = invalid >;
 Non-existent dimensions: This third type represents the dimensions that are requested by the users but that do not exist anywhere. They are marked in the final result by the expression < dimension type = nonexistent >. 
IV. EMPIRICAL CASE STUDY
In order to test and evaluate the HX-ETL method, the authors used the "sales" example shown in Fig. 7 and previously used in the X-ETL method and the XCube Assist method. The use of the same example will help to verify and show the improvements that will be made by the hybrid method compared to the other two methods.
The first step of the hybrid method will give rise to the results of the X-ETL method. They are the three star models shown in the Table II. In the second requirement-driven step, assuming that the user asks the following question: Are our products sold enough? Once the question is submitted, the system will perform a semantic analysis to look for possible matches with the reference questions stored in the history file. If a match is found it will be proposed to the user. Assuming now that the system does not detect any correspondence and retains the new question. In this case, the user will have to determine the metric that will be able to answer his question by first defining the strategic axis of his research. Assuming, for example, that the user defines the term "Sales" as a strategic axis. The program will perform a semantic analysis of this term and make a comparison with the fact tables of the star models generated at the end of the first step. In this example, the system will retain the "Sales" fact table since it has the highest match rate. Then, the system will extract the corresponding star model (2nd model) and propose all its dimensions to the user: Employees, Customers, Stores, Cities, Countries and Time. Assuming, for example, that the user selects all the proposed dimensions and requests two more dimensions: Products and Categories. In this case, the program will move on to the second semantic comparison with the transactional model, which will result in a single correspondence between Products and Articles. This last table will be proposed to the user who will have the choice to select it or not. At the end of the process, the multidimensional model shown in Fig. 8 will be generated as an XML file. Compared to the other hybrid methods cited in the second section, and according to the results obtained in the empirical case study, it is possible to state that the new method is the first formal method that allows both to obtain satisfactory results in a reasonable time while being based on needs expressed in natural language and data sources. However, the new method has some limitations:
 The method does not allow to generate hierarchies in dimensions;
 The measures are always selected manually in the fact table (X-ETL);
 The method does not allow to automatically merge two or more tables to obtain a single dimension. In the multidimensional model in Fig. 8 , the tables "Dim_Stores", "Dim_Cities" and "Dim_Countries" can be merged into a single table: "Dim_Place".
Therefore, the research perspectives will be to introduce improvements in the HX-ETL method to overcome these limitations while automating the method process as much as possible.
VI. CONCLUSION
In general, the hybrid approach considers both the analysis needs and the data for the construction of the schema. Nowadays, this approach is the one that is the subject of more investigation. The general idea is to build candidate schemas from the data (bottom-up approach) and compare them with the schemas defined according to users' requirements (top-down approach). Thus, the constructed schema is a response to real analysis needs and it is also possible to implement it with data sources. However, there are several design logics in this approach: there are fully hybrid methods, sequential compound hybrid methods and parallel compound hybrid methods.
The authors tried through this paper to present a new hybrid method of the sequential compound type by combining their data-driven method called X-ETL with the requirements-driven method XCube Assist. This combination enabled to collect and analyze needs expressed in natural language while obtaining relevant results in a reasonable time. The new method also allows to demonstrate the shortcomings and deficiencies of the source model for eventual improvements by identifying in the final results the dimensions that cannot be modelled and the dimensions that are solicited and non-existent.
